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Nanoshell Arrays

Plasmonic Nanoshell Arrays Combine Surface-Enhanced Vibrational
Spectroscopies on a Single Substrate**
Hui Wang, Janardan Kundu, and Naomi J. Halas*
The collective oscillations of free electrons in metallic
materials—known as surface plasmons—have properties
determined by the structure of the metal, and can ultimately
be tailored to impart new optically-induced functionalities
into materials for specific practical uses. For subwavelength
metallic structures, the geometry of the structure controls the
resonance frequencies of its surface plasmons. These structured metallic materials, in turn, provide new and unique
methods for manipulating light, giving rise to a whole set of
new properties and applications.[1–6]
The enhancement by a nearby metallic structure of
molecular spectroscopies, such as Raman scattering, infrared
absorption, UV/Vis absorption, and fluorescence, is a particularly interesting and useful phenomenon.[7–14] The optical
excitation of plasmon resonances supported by metallic
nanostructures gives rise to strongly enhanced electromagnetic fields at their surfaces,[15] which are largely responsible
for the observed spectroscopic enhancements. Enhancements
of Raman spectroscopy and infrared absorption spectroscopy
are of particular interest due to the usefulness of these
methods for elucidating molecular structures.[16] Because of
their virtually complementary selection rules, it would, in fact,
be far preferable to use these two spectroscopies in combination with each other when possible, since together they can
provide a complete “chemical fingerprint” for the identification of unknown molecules.
The past decade has witnessed a dramatic resurgence of
interest in surface-enhanced spectroscopies,[7] fueled largely
by the remarkable discovery that single-molecule sensitivity
in surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) indeed
appears achievable for molecules dispersed within random
aggregates of metallic nanoparticles.[8, 17–20] This enormous
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Raman enhancement has since been identified as arising from
molecules positioned in the junctions between directly
adjacent nanoparticles, a geometry which gives rise to huge
field intensities between the two particles when illuminated, a
configuration also known as a “hot spot”.[17, 18, 20–22] In contrast
to SERS, surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA)
spectroscopy has not received nearly the same attention.[23–26]
This is primarily for two reasons: compared to SERS, more
modest enhancements are anticipated, since SEIRA depends
quadratically on the local field, not quartically as does SERS;
moreover, the excitation of large local fields on metallic
substrates across the broad range of mid-infrared frequencies
needed for SEIRA has not previously been achieved.
The plasmon hybridization picture, an analogy between
interacting plasmons and the wave function hybridization of
molecular orbital theory,[27–29] provides a simple conceptual
framework for the design of plasmon resonant structures that
can be useful as substrates for surface-enhanced spectroscopies. For example, directly adjacent pairs of nanoparticles
can be regarded as plasmonic “dimers”, where excitation of
hybridized “bonding” dimer plasmons gives rise to the strong
interparticle field enhancement that results in the large SERS
enhancements of the hot-spot geometry.[30] Ordered arrays of
metallic nanospheres with sub-10-nm interparticle gaps have
been shown to provide SERS enhancements by the same
mechanism.[31] Metallic nanoparticles with geometrically
tunable plasmon resonances, such as metallic nanoshells,[32]
can also serve as optimized substrates for SERS when the
Raman excitation laser wavelength is within the linewidth of
plasmon resonance of the individual nanoparticles.[33, 34] For
metallic nanoshells, the field enhancement essentially arises
from strongly interacting plasmons on the inner and outer
surfaces of the metallic shell layer.[27, 35] The integrated SERS
enhancement of an individual nanoshell approaches that
observed for hot spots of adjacent solid metallic nanoparticle
pairs.[36]
Herein we report a specifically designed, subwavelengthstructured metallic substrate that simultaneously enhances
two complementary vibrational spectroscopies, namely,
Raman scattering and infrared absorption spectroscopy, by
introducing plasmon resonances in the two diverse frequency
regions required for both spectroscopies. Our strategy is
based on the assembly of near-infrared-resonant nanoshells
into a 2D periodic array with sub-10-nm interparticle gaps.
The resulting nanoshell array is a unique structure which has
hot spots in the interparticle junctions that enhance SERS at
near-infrared wavelengths, and simultaneously provide
broadband mid-infrared hot spots for SEIRA at precisely
the same locations on the substrates.
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The major steps involved in the fabrication of Au nanoshell arrays are illustrated schematically in Figure 1 a. Au
nanoshells were fabricated by following a previously reported
seed-mediated electroless plating method and then purified
by dialysis. The dialyzed nanoshells were functionalized with
the surfactant cetyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB)
and subsequently redispersed in water to form colloidal
solutions with desired particle concentrations. Applying
droplets of nanoshell solution to a substrate and allowing
the solvent to evaporate under ambient conditions resulted in
the formation of hexagonally packed nanoshell arrays, which
maintain an interparticle spacing established by the bilayers
of CTAB that surround each nanoshell as the interparticle
spacer.
The nanoshells organize into hexagonally close packed
(hcp) structures with typical domain sizes ranging from
several tens of micrometers to over two hundred micrometers
(Figure 1 b–d). CTAB plays a critical role both in the self-

Figure 1. a) Fabrication of Au nanoshell arrays. b, c) SEM images of
nanoshell arrays formed by drying 40 mL of aqueous solutions of
CTAB-capped Au nanoshells on silicon wafers. The core radius of the
nanoshells is 150 ! 12 nm, and the shell thickness is 22 ! 1 nm.
d) TEM image of the nanoshell arrays formed on a TEM grid.
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2007, 46, 9040 –9044

assembly of these arrays as well as in defining the local
electromagnetic properties of the nanoshell array structures.
The CTAB molecules form bilayer structures on the surface
of Au nanoparticles,[31, 37, 38] which result in a net positive
charge on the nanoparticle surfaces and provide a net
repulsive interaction between the nanoparticles to prevent
random disordered aggregation during solvent evaporation.
Control experiments with unfunctionalized nanoshells only
resulted in the formation of disordered aggregates. The
CTAB bilayers also define the spacing between neighboring
nanoshells and result in an average interparticle spacing
determined to be about 8 nm, consistent with the reported
thickness of approximately 4.4 nm for a CTAB bilayer. These
sub-10-nm gaps are instrumental for inducing the strong
plasmon coupling that results in the specific electromagnetic
properties of this array geometry.
Figure 2 compares the optical extinction spectra of nanoshell arrays with the spectra of the isolated and dispersed
constituent nanoshells. These measurements were performed
on nanoshell monolayer arrays formed on glass slides with
unpolarized light at normal incidence. Nanoshell arrays have
two distinct plasmon resonances: a narrow visible or nearinfrared band at frequencies corresponding closely to those of
the isolated nanoshell plasmons, and in addition, a broad
feature extending from the near-infrared well into the midinfrared region of the spectrum. The two plasmon bands
observed for the nanoshell arrays arise from the plasmon
interactions between neighboring nanoshells in the arrays.
How the individual nanoshell plasmons interact with each
other to form hybridized nanoshell array plasmons can be
understood by applying the plasmon hybridization model to
multinanoparticle systems.[39, 40] When nanoshells are closepacked into an array structure, the dipolar plasmons of the
individual nanoshells strongly intermix to form a hybridized
plasmon band, evolved from the dipolar plasmon mode,
which disperses strongly to lower energies corresponding to
infrared wavelengths. The individual nanoshell quadrupole
resonances, on the other hand, also intermix, but only weakly,
do not disperse upon hybridization, and give rise to a plasmon
band in the near-infrared that appears quite similar in both
wavelength and lineshape to the dipole plasmon of the
individual nanoshell particles.
In addition to the new features arising in the far-field
extinction spectra, the interparticle plasmon coupling in the
nanoshell arrays produces intense near-field enhancements at
the junctions between neighboring nanoshells, and creates
uniform periodic densities of hot spots for surface-enhanced
spectroscopies. Theoretical simulations of the near-field
properties of nanoshell arrays by using the finite difference
time domain (FDTD) method[41, 42] indicate that the localized
field enhancements (j E j / j E0 j ) inside interparticle junctions
are approximately 30 both in the near infrared and over a
broad range (ca. 2–8 mm in wavelength) in the mid-infrared.
Such large field enhancements in both near- and mid-infrared
are achievable only when the interparticle spacing is within
the sub-10-nm range. In comparison, isolated nanoshells
provide much weaker field enhancements, with maximum
enhancements of approximately fivefold for nanoshell plasmons in the near-infrared and negligible field enhancements
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Figure 2. Normal-incidence extinction spectra of monolayer nanoshell
arrays (solid curves) and submonolayers of isolated nanoshells
(dashed curved) supported on glass slides. a) Au nanoshells with 150nm core radius and 22-nm shell thickness, b) Au nanoshells with 100nm core radius and 25-nm shell thickness, and c) Au nanoshells with
60-nm core radius and 20-nm shell thickness.

in the mid-infrared. The nanoshell array structure turns out to
be uniquely suited as an integrated SERS-SEIRA substrate,
by providing hot spots in the interparticle junctions that
enhance both SERS at near-infrared wavelengths and SEIRA
at mid-infrared wavelengths. It is this property that enables
the observation of large, reproducible SERS and SEIRA
enhancements on the same substrate.
The nanoshell arrays were evaluated as SERS-SEIRA
substrates by using a nonresonant adsorbate molecule,
namely, para-mercaptoaniline (pMA), which is ideal for
spectroscopic quantification on these substrates because it
displaces CTAB on Au surfaces and is known to form selfassembled monolayers (SAMs) on Au surfaces with a known
packing density.[31, 43] Figure 3 a shows the SERS spectrum of
CTAB (lexc = 785 nm) on the surface of the as-fabricated
nanoshell arrays, with a strong characteristic feature at
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Figure 3. SERS performance of the nanoshell arrays. SERS spectrum of
a) CTAB and b) pMA on nanoshell (150-nm core radius, 22-nm shell
thickness) monolayer arrays. c) SERS spectrum of pMA on the isolated
nanoshells (150-nm core radius, 22-nm shell thickness). The coverage
of the submonolayer of isolated nanoshells was determined to be
212 ! 15 particles in each beam spot according to the SEM images.
d) Empirical SERS enhancement factors of pMA adsorbed on nanoshell
arrays and the isolated nanoshells.

189 cm"1 corresponding to the Au"Br mode. On complete
displacement of the CTAB molecules, the Au"Br mode and
all the SERS modes of CTAB disappear, while the SERS
modes of pMA and the Au"S bond at 390 cm"1, which
become evident in the SERS spectrum (Figure 3 b), indicate
the formation of saturated SAMs of pMA on the nanoshell
array surfaces (see detailed peak assignments in the
Supporting Information). The SERS spectra of pMA on the
nanoshell arrays are highly reproducible at different sites on a
substrate with a standard deviation of less than 10 %. For
comparison, the SERS spectrum of saturated pMA SAMs on
the surface of isolated nanoshells is also shown in Figure 3 c.
Empirical signal enhancement factors were determined by
comparing ratios of the intensity of SERS modes to the
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corresponding unenhanced signals from neat pMA films of
known thickness. Both the SERS and normal Raman
intensities are normalized by the number of molecules being
probed. As presented in Figure 3 d, the empirical enhancement factors of pMA on the nanoshell arrays are on the order
of 108–109, 10 to 20 times larger than what is achievable on
isolated nanoshells. The SERS enhancements obtained on
these nanoshell arrays are of the same order of magnitude as
those achieved on solid Au nanosphere arrays.[31] These
measurements represent the overall array response, not the
localized enhancements inside the interparticle junctions.
Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculations for
arrays of smooth nanoshells show that the maximum local
(jEj/jE0j)4 enhancement factor in the high-field junctions of
these arrays is on the order of 106, which enables these
substrates to approach zeptomolar molecular detection limits.
This is a conservative number, sensitive to further enhancements by closer internanoparticle spacings and localized
asperities on the surface of individual nanostructures.
The broad plasmon of the nanoshell array in the midinfrared region enhances SEIRA quite well. Figure 4 a shows
a normal IR spectrum of neat pMA film (0.60 mm thick)
supported on a silicon wafer and a typical SEIRA spectrum of
SAMs of pMA formed on the nanoshell array surfaces (see
detailed peak assignments in Supporting Information). Utilizing the nanoshell arrays as SEIRA substrates enables the
acquisition of high-quality SEIRA spectra of pMA across

much of the IR fingerprinting region, and enhances several
characteristic vibrational modes that correspond to most of
the normal IR features of the molecule. The most striking
difference between SEIRA and normal IR spectra is the
highly asymmetric, characteristic Fano-type lineshape of
SEIRA, which is believed to be due to the interaction
between the molecular vibrations and the electronic excitations in the metallic substrates.[44–48] The SEIRA enhancement
factors were determined by directly comparing the ratios of
the normalized intensity of SEIRA modes to the corresponding unenhanced IR signals from neat pMA films, in precisely
the same manner that we determined the SERS enhancements on the same substrate. The SEIRA enhancement
factors of each of the observed IR modes of pMA are shown
in Figure 4 b. For this substrate and measurement approach,
the SEIRA enhancement factors of pMA on the nanoshell
arrays for all observed modes are on the order of 104. We have
also performed SEIRA measurements on pMA SAMs on a
planar Au surface and isolated nanoshells. However, no
signals were observed, as neither the planar Au surface nor
isolated nanoshells can provide the large local field enhancements associated with the broadband mid-infrared plasmons.
The remarkably large enhancement factors and high reproducibility of the SEIRA spectra obtained on these substrates
open new opportunities for the broader development of
SEIRA as a reliable and reproducible spectroscopic method.
The nanoshell array substrates reported herein provide a
new, multifunctional platform for chemical sensing applications by enhancing both RS and IRA spectroscopy. Integrating SERS and SEIRA on a single substrate will enable the
identification of unknown molecules by combining both
surface-enhanced vibrational spectroscopies, allowing more
detailed investigations of molecular structure, orientation,
and conformation, as well as adsorbate–substrate and adsorbate–adsorbate interactions. This substrate geometry also
provides a system for detailed and highly reproducible
correlations between surface-field properties and spectroscopic enhancements, which should enhance our ability to
unravel the complex mechanisms involved in surfaceenhanced spectroscopic processes.

Experimental Section

Figure 4. SEIRA performance of the nanoshell arrays. a) Normal IR
spectrum of pure pMA and SEIRA spectrum of pMA SAMs on the
nanoshell arrays. b) SEIRA enhancement factors of different IR modes
calculated on the basis of the experimental spectra.
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2007, 46, 9040 –9044

The Au nanoshells used in the present work were fabricated by
following a previously reported wet-chemistry method.[49] The asfabricated nanoshells were further purified by dialysis. In a typical
procedure, 40 mL of aqueous nanoshell solution was transferred into
a regenerated-cellulose membrane dialysis bag (Spectra-Por, molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) 6000–8000). The bag was then suspended
in a reservoir of Milli-Q water (Millipore, Billerica, MA) and gently
stirred overnight. The dialyzed nanoshells were collected by centrifugation and redispersed in 25 mm aqueous CTAB (Sigma-Aldrich)
solution for 1 h. The CTAB-capped nanoshells were then collected by
centrifugation and redispersed in Milli-Q water to form colloidal
solutions with desired particle concentrations. The assembly of the
nanoshells into close-packed arrays was accomplished by depositing a
droplet of colloidal solution (40 mL) onto a substrate surface (silicon
wafer, glass slide, ITO glass, or TEM grid) and allowing it to dry
undisturbed under ambient conditions. The pattern morphologies of
the nanoshell arrays were dependent on the particle concentration of
the nanoshell solutions. At very low particle concentrations, only
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isolated small monolayer domains of arrays with short-range order
could be formed on the substrates. Increasing the particle concentration resulted in an increase in the domain size as the initially
separated domains began to coalesce with each other to form
continuous long-range-ordered monolayers. The optimum concentration for the fabrication of long-range-ordered monolayer arrays is
2.40 ! 109 particles per milliliter for the nanoshells with inner and
outer radii of R1 = 150 nm and R2 = 172 nm, respectively. Further
increase in the particle concentration resulted in the formation of
double-layer, triple-layer, and eventually multilayer arrays. The
submonolayers of isolated nanoshells were prepared by immobilizing
the nanoshells onto poly(4-vinylpyridine)-functionalized glass by
following a previously reported protocol.[33]
Optical extinction spectra were obtained with a Cary 5000 UV/
Vis/NIR spectrophotometer. SEM measurements were performed on
a Phillips FEI XL-30 environmental scanning electron microscope.
TEM images were obtained with a JEOL JEM-2010 transmission
electron microscope. The samples for SERS and SEIRA measurements were prepared by evaporating 10 mL of a 20 mm solution of
pMA in ethanol on the surface of the nanoshell arrays or isolated
nanoshells. Raman spectra were obtained with a Renishaw microRaman spectrometer using a 785 nm excitation laser (250 mW), linefocus mode (beam size 4 ! 60 mm), 50 ! objective, 0.05 % laser power,
and 10-s acquisition time. The laser power focused on the samples was
measured to be 0.035 mW when the 50 ! objective and 0.05 % laser
power were used. SEIRA measurements were performed with an
FTIR microscope (Nexus 670, Thermo Nicolet) equipped with a
liquid-nitrogen-cooled MCT (HgCdTe) detector. The SEIRA spectra
were obtained from the coaddition of 256 scans with 4-cm"1 resolution
in reflection mode.
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